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Abstract

large-scale legacy applications to aspect-oriented applications is practically non-existent, even though this is an extremely important and relevant issue.

In this paper, we evaluate the benefits of applying aspectoriented software development techniques in the context of a
large-scale industrial embedded software system implementing a number of crosscutting concerns. Additionally, we assess the feasibility of automatically extracting these crosscutting concerns from the source code. In order to achieve
this, we present an approach for reverse engineering aspects
from an ordinary application automatically. This approach
incorporates both a concern verification and an aspect construction phase. Our results show that such automated support is feasible, and can lead to significant improvements in
source code quality.

1.

We can distinguish between two types of crosscutting
concerns. Homogeneous concerns implement the same behaviour repeatedly at different locations in a system, whereas
heterogeneous concerns implement different behaviour, related to the same functionality, at such locations [5]. In the
absence of specifically-designed language constructs, lowerlevel means, such as naming and coding conventions, are often used for implementing homogeneous crosscutting concerns. The primary advantage of such techniques is that they
are lightweight, i.e. they do not require special-purpose tools
and are easy to use. At the same time, they still allow developers to recognise concern code in a straightforward way.
The downside however is that these techniques require a lot
of discipline, make concern code evolution extremely time
consuming and may lead to code size explosion. Naming
and coding conventions are but a poor man’s means of implementing crosscutting concerns, and they do not scale very
well, in particular when they are not enforced. Additionally, concern code, like all other code, is subject to evolution,
which turns out to be very difficult if it is spread all over the
application. Consequently, when an application has reached
a particular size, developers start to realise the need for explicitly handling crosscutting concerns. At that point, automated support for transforming the naming and coding conventions approach into an aspect-oriented approach is indispensable. Such support includes identifying, verifying and
extracting these concerns.

Introduction

In recent years, aspect-oriented software development
(AOSD) [11] has become increasingly more popular, thanks
to its undeniable benefits for software engineering. AOSD
techniques offer additional language constructs, which allow software developers to capture crosscutting concerns in
cleanly separated modules. This improves important quality attributes such as maintainability, evolvability and understandability, among others [11, 19].
Up till now, the primary focus of AOSD research was
on aspect language technology. In particular, the requirements, design and implementation of the aspect languages
have been studied in extensive detail. Now that this research has reached a mature level, numerous applications
start to appear that employ AOSD techniques, thereby showing its benefits in practice. However, little or no attention
is paid to how these applications evolved from ordinary,
mostly object-oriented, applications into aspect-oriented applications. Some applications were simply developed from
scratch, whereas others were ported to the aspect-oriented
paradigm manually. Research concerning the migration of
∗ CWI

Our goal in this paper is two-fold. First, we want to evaluate whether and how AOSD techniques influence the code
quality of an application. In other words, we want to verify
the often touted benefits of AOSD when compared to simple
naming and coding conventions. Second, we want to assess
the feasibility of automatically reverse engineering crosscutting concerns from the source code of a large-scale industrial
application. Based on an initial experiment with such an ap-
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• it improves evolvability, since both the original code
and the concern code itself become easier to change or
adapt.

plication, the contributions of this paper are the following:
• we show that AOSD techniques can help in reducing the
code size and (thus) in improving the understandability
and evolvability of an application.

• it improves reuseability, since existing decomposition
techniques, such as functional decomposition and inheritance, can be used inside the aspect itself, and since
aspects themselves can be reused in different contexts.

• we present a systematic approach and tool support for
reverse engineering characterisations of homogeneous
crosscutting concerns from the source code and for
verifying whether the implemented concerns adhere to
these characterisations.

Clearly, such benefits are particularly important and
highly desired in an industrial context, where applications
spanning millions of lines of code are the rule rather then
the exception. In this paper, one of our goals is to evaluate
whether such benefits are indeed feasible.

• we provide insight into how concerns can be extracted
automatically from the source code and defined in the
appropriate aspects.

2.2.

It is important to note that, in this paper, we do not focus
on automatically discovering crosscutting concerns. Rather,
we show how such concerns can be extracted from the code,
based on a-priori knowledge we gathered about them by talking to developers and reading the documentation. However,
this does not mean that we know the precise characterisations
of these concerns. As we will show, these can be extracted
from the code using an iterative process.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The
next section provides a short introduction to AOSD. Section 3 introduces the case study and presents the concerns
we considered in our experiments. Section 4 presents our
approach to aspect extraction, while Section 5 shows the results of applying this approach on our case study. A discussion of these results, together with opportunities for future
research are presented in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work, and finally Section 8 presents our conclusions
and future work.

2.
2.1.

Aspect Definition

The definition of an aspect consists of, amongst other things,
pointcut definitions, that pick out particular join points, and
advice definitions, that associate code to be executed to the
places identified by a particular pointcut. We will explain
these terms in more detail below, and refer to the AspectJ
documentation 1 for an in-depth discussion of all features.
Any aspect-oriented programming language is based on a
join point model. Join points are basic events in the execution
of an application, such as method calls, method executions,
object instantiations, and so on (in an object-oriented setting). AspectJ, for example. defines call, execution
and initialization join points for these events.
Pointcuts pick out particular join points of interest to
the aspect. They do this by specifying a type pattern,
that can contain wildcards. For example, the pointcut
execution(* m(..)) picks out the join point representing the execution of a method m with a variable number
of arguments (the .. pattern) returning a value of any type
(the * pattern). Different pointcuts can be composed using
the and (&&), or (||) and not (!) operators.
Advice definitions are associated to the pointcuts of an
aspect, and define the code that should be executed at those
places. In AspectJ, such code can be executed before, after
or around the original code, so three different kinds of advice code exist: before, after and around advice. Moreover,
pointcuts can expose to the advice code some information
about the context in which they occur, such as the specific
method signature or the number of arguments of the method,
and so on.
We will illustrate these concepts with concrete examples
in subsequent sections.

Aspect-Oriented Software Development
General Introduction

Aspect-oriented programming languages introduce a new
language feature, called an aspect. Aspects are an extra abstraction mechanism, on top of the already existing
mechanisms, that allow us to capture crosscutting concern
code in a well-modularised manner. By introducing aspects,
AOSD aims at offering several software engineering benefits [11, 19]:
• it improves understandability, since aspects allow all
concerns to be cleanly separated, and concern code is
thus no longer scattered all over the source code.

2.3.

Terminology

In the remainder of this paper, we will use some aspectrelated terminology, that is explained here.

• it improves maintainability, since aspects reduce code
duplication and bugs are easier to correct when the code
is well modularised.

1 www.aspectj.org
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Concern
Error handling
Parameter tracing
Parameter checking
Total

In an AOSD context, the code implementing the aspects
is normally called the aspect code, whereas the code implementing the basic functionality of the application is referred
to as the base code.
With regard to the nature of the concerns, we can distinguish between tangled and non-tangled concerns. The
latter kind of concern stands on its own, and its code does
not interfere with the basic functionality of the application.
The former kind, however, does interfere, which means the
concern code and the basic functionality are interwoven. In
this paper, we will show examples of both tangled and nontangled concerns. Additionally, homogeneous and heterogeneous concerns exist [5], as already mentioned. For a homogeneous concern, the code fragments are semantically (and
syntactically) very similar, whereas a heterogeneous concern
is implemented by a number of code fragments which are not
semantically similar. We will only consider homogeneous
concerns in this paper.

3.
3.1.

Fraction
9%
8%
7%
24%

Table 1. Code percentages devoted to various concerns in the CC component

parameter checking is responsible for implementing
pointer checks and raising warnings whenever such a
pointer contains a non-expected value.
These concerns appear over the entire ASML source code
base, and comprise roughly 24% of the code of the CC component, as shown in Table 1. All three concerns are homogeneous, but the parameter checking and tracing concerns are
non-tangled concerns, whereas the error handling concern is
a tangled concern.
In the remainder of this paper, we will frequently use the
parameter checking concern for illustrating our approach and
discussing the results we obtained. Therefore, we explain it
here in more detail.

The ASML Case Study
Background

The research reported on in this paper is part of a larger research effort, in which we try to provide automated support
for identifying and refactoring crosscutting concerns in industrial applications. The subject system upon which we
perform our experiments is an embedded system developed
at ASML, the world market leader in lithography systems.
The entire system consists of more than 10 million lines
of C code. Our experiment, however, is based on a relatively small, but representative, software component (which
we will call the CC component in this paper
Because the C language lacks explicit support for crosscutting concerns, ASML uses an idiomatic approach for implementing such concerns, based on coding conventions. As
a consequence, a large amount of the code of each component is “boiler plate” code. A code template is typically
reused and adapted slightly to the context.

3.2.

LoC
1716
1539
1441
4696

3.3.

Parameter Checking Concern

The ASML code distinguishes between three different types
of function parameters: input, output and the special case of
output pointer parameters. Input parameters can be pointers
or values. Output parameters are represented as pointers to
locations that will contain the result value. The actual values
returned can be references themselves, giving rise to a double pointer. The latter kind of output parameters are called
output pointer parameters. Note that the set of output pointer
parameters is a subset of the set of output parameters.
Both input and all output parameters should be checked
against null pointers. These checks occur at the beginning of
a function and always look as follows:
if(queue == (CC_queue *) NULL) {
r = CC_PARAMETER_ERR;
CC_LOG(r,0,("%s: Input parameter error (NULL)",
func_name));
}

Considered Concerns

The crosscutting concerns we focus on for our experiment
are the following:

where the type cast of course depends on the type of the variable (queue in this case). The second line sets the error that
should be logged, and the third line reports that error in the
global log file. Although it is not strictly specified which
string should be passed to the CC LOG function, it is in principle always the same. Checks for output parameters look
exactly the same, except for the string that is logged.
Since output pointer parameters are output parameters as
well, they should also be checked for null values. Additionally, one extra check is required to prevent memory leaks.

error handling is responsible for raising, catching and logging errors. Since the C language has no support for
exceptions, such behaviour has to be implemented explicitly. Since errors can occur everywhere, this implementation is scattered all over the system.
parameter tracing is responsible for logging the values of
input and output parameters of C functions, in order to
facilitate debugging.
3

The convention at ASML is that output pointer parameters
may not point to a location that already contains a value, because the function will overwrite the pointer to that value.
Since the original value is then never freed, a memory leak
could occur. In order to avoid such leaks, the following test
is added for each output pointer parameter:

code adheres to the required conventions, as documented in
developer manuals. The result of this concern verification
phase is a set of rules to which the code should adhere, and
a set of exceptions to these rules. A concern verifier is thus
needed in order to characterise the rules to which the concerns should adhere, to ensure that correct aspects are extracted, as well as to facilitate advice code construction, as
we will discuss later on. Due to the exceptions detected by
the concern verifier, defining the appropriate aspect is not at
all a trivial task. It requires advanced reasoning, provided by
the aspect construction phase, for defining the right pointcuts
and constructing the advice code.
In the next two sections, we will discuss each of these two
phases in more detail.

if(*item_data != (void *) NULL) {
r = CC_PARAMETER_ERR;
CC_LOG(r,0,("%s: Output parameter may already "
"contain data (!NULL). This data will "
"be overwritten, which may lead to memory "
"leaks.", func_name));
}

The only difference with the previous test lies in the condition of the if, and in the string that is written to the log
file.

4.2.

4.

An Aspect Extraction Approach

In the concern verification phase, a concern verifier will
analyse the source code and verify whether it implements
the concerns in a correct and consistent way. The term “correct” refers to the fact that the code implementing the concern should adhere to the coding conventions that hold for
that concern. The term “consistent” on the other hand, means
that the concern should be implemented wherever necessary,
e.g. all locations in the source code where the concern should
be implemented, implement it. Clearly, correctness and consistency cannot be guaranteed (easily) for a number of reasons: the code base is large, the concern code is spread over
the entire application, there is no way to reuse such code,
and coding conventions are not actively enforced most of the
time. It is however of prime importance that concerns are
implemented correctly and consistently if we want to extract
them. If this is not the case, we will end up with incorrect
aspects.
From a reverse engineering point of view, the concern verifier can also be used as a means to characterise the existing
idioms and coding conventions used to implement the concerns. In order to be able to verify the concern code, the verifier should of course know these idioms and conventions, and
needs to verify these in a strict manner. Unfortunately, such
idioms and coding conventions are only documented informally in manuals, and the specific way in which they should
be implemented is often not strictly specified. Moreover,
different developers almost certainly have different coding
styles, and may even interpret the documentation in different
ways.
In order to overcome this problem, we consider implementing a concern verifier as an iterative process, that is used
to recover the particular interpretations of idioms and conventions used by different developers from the source code.
In our experiment, we implemented a first version of the concern verifier based on the concern requirements specified in
the developer’s manual. The resulting deviations that were
reported by the verifier where then presented to the main de-

In this section, we present the approach we use for reverse
engineering aspects from an existing software application.
We first provide a general overview and afterwards discuss
each phase in more detail in subsequent sections. We will
illustrate important concepts by means of representative realworld examples, taken from the actual source code of the CC
component.

4.1.

Concern Verification

General Overview

The reverse engineering of an ordinary application into an
aspect-oriented one can be decomposed into two different
tasks:
Aspect mining: identify and locate the relevant crosscutting
concerns in the source code.
Aspect refactoring: define the appropriate aspects and restructure the base code in an aspect-oriented way.
Aspect mining is an active research field of its own [3,
7, 2, 16]. As already explained previously, we will not consider it here, since in our experiment the concern code was
identified manually by a domain expert. Moreover, we will
only focus on how aspects should be re-engineered from the
source code (a process we call aspect extraction), and not on
how this source code should be restructured afterwards. This
last step should be considered future work.
The approach we propose for aspect construction consists
of two distinct phases, as depicted in Figure 1 (where the
arrows show the chronological flow of information between
them). This partitioning is directly related to the use of simple naming and coding conventions for implementing crosscutting concerns. Because such conventions do not scale and
are not actively enforced, slight variations, violations and local deviations in their implementation are inevitable. Consequently, we first want to evaluate to what extent the source
4
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Figure 1. Aspect Extraction Approach

respectively. Parameter checking always occurs at the beginning of a function, so we will need before advice, and should
in principle be implemented by every function. A naive way
for implementing an output pointer parameter checking aspect, would be to define a pointcut for each function with
one or more output pointer parameters, as follows 2 :

veloper of the CC component. Based on his findings, we
were able to refine the verifier further, resulting in less reported deviations, that were also more accurate. This process
continued until it was no longer sensible to refine the verifier.

4.3.

Aspect Construction

The goal of the aspect construction phase is to generate the
appropriate aspects corresponding to the way the concerns
are implemented in the source code and are verified by the
concern verifier. Such construction involves advice code
construction and pointcut determination. The former activity defines the code that implements the concern. The latter
activity determines the locations in the source code where
this concern code is located, and makes these explicit.

aspect outputPointerParameterCheckingAspect {
...
pointcut pc324(void ** x) :
args(x) &&
execution(* CC_queue_data(..));
pointcut pc316(void ** x) :
args(x) &&
execution(* CC_ReadMsg(..));
pointcut pc304(void ** x) :
args(x) &&
execution(* queue_extract(..));
pointcut pc383(void ** x) :
args(x) &&
execution(* CC_iterator_peek(..));
...
before(void **x) : pc324(x) {
if(*x != (void *) NULL) {
r = CC_PARAMETER_ERR;
CC_LOG(r,0,("%s: Output parameter may already "
"contain data (!NULL). This data will "
"be overwritten, which may lead to memory "
"leaks.", func_name));
}}
before(void **x) : pc316(x) {
if(*x != (void *) NULL) {
r = CC_PARAMETER_ERR;
CC_LOG(r,0,("%s: Output parameter may already "
"contain data (!NULL). This data will "
"be overwritten, which may lead to memory "
"leaks.", func_name));
}}
...
}

4.3.1. Pointcut Determination
We should take considerable care when determining pointcuts for a particular concern. If these pointcuts are not defined with caution, the nominal benefits of AOSD technology may not become apparent. Pointcuts therefore have to
be determined such that:
• code duplication present in the ordinary source code is
reduced to a minimum in the aspect code.
• understandability of the (base and aspect) code is improved, or in other words, the intention behind the
pointcuts should be as clear as possible.
• they are as robust as possible with respect to evolution,
of the base code as well as of the aspects themselves.

These pointcuts each pick out the execution of a particular
function, by means of the execution pointcut, and expose
an output pointer parameter of that function, by using the
args join point. Note that wildcards are used, so that the
actual number of arguments of a function does not matter,
and neither does its return type. This improves the robustness
of the aspect w.r.t. evolution. For the CC component, this
naive approach results in 384 pointcuts.
Clearly, such pointcuts will not improve the code size
of the application, nor its understandability or evolvability.

In order to achieve this, pointcut determination is characterised by two different activities. First, we identify the locations in the source code where the concern is implemented.
Second, once these locations are known, we analyse them
and try to uncover the underlying commonalities between
them. The goal of this analysis is to optimise the pointcuts
with respect to the three issues mentioned above.
As an example, consider the parameter checking concern.
Since input and output parameters require the same check,
we need to define only two different aspects: one for input
and output parameters, and one for output pointer parameters

2 We use AspectJ and AspectC [4] syntax to define our aspects. Also, we
do not show all generated pointcuts and advice code, due to space restrictions.
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First of all, for each pointcut, a corresponding advice is defined, that will often contain exactly the same code (as is
shown), since the checks are the same for the same type of
parameters. Second, since the advices will contain a lot of
duplication, the evolvability of the aspect is reduced. Last,
the understandability of the aspect can still be improved
upon, because it is not explicitly apparent now that all parameters of the same type should perform the same check.
By carefully analysing the locations where the concern
should be implemented, and by using knowledge about the
particular purpose of the parameter checking concern and the
way it can be implemented, we can come up with a more
advanced pointcut:

The advantage of this approach is that we don’t need to
extract and reason about the concern code and that the extracted code does not need to be transformed, in order to
remove local dependencies. In the generated aspects, the advice code will already be free of references to local variables,
for example. The downside of the approach however is that
the aspect construction becomes concern-specific. In other
words, for every concern, a different extractor needs to be
implemented. On the positive side, the extractor only needs
to be tuned once for every concern, and can be reused later
on. E.g. in our case, we tuned it for the CC component, and
we expect to be able to reuse it for all other ASML code,
with slight modifications at worst.

aspect outputPointerParameterCheckingAspect {
...
pointcut pc50(void ** x) :
args(void **) &&
(execution(* CC_queue_data(..)) ||
execution(* CC_ReadMsg(..)) ||
execution(* queue_extract(..)) ||
execution(* CC_iterator_peek(..)));
before(void **x) : pc50(x) {
if(*x != (void *) NULL) {
r = CC_PARAMETER_ERR;
CC_LOG(r,0,("%s: Output parameter may already "
"contain data (!NULL). This data will "
"be overwritten, which may lead to memory "
"leaks.", func_name));
}}
...
}

5.

Case Study Experience

In this section we discuss the results we obtained by running the concern verifier and aspect extractor on the source
code of the CC component. Both the verifier and the extractor have been developed as plugins in the CodeSurfer
source code analysis and navigation tool 3 . This tool provides us with programmable access to advanced data structures, such as system- and program-dependence graphs, and
defines advanced analysis techniques over these structures,
such as control- and data-flow analysis and program slicing.

This pointcut captures the exact same parameters and the
exact same function executions, but is a higher-quality pointcut. It exploits the fact that the four functions each share an
output pointer parameter of the same type (void ** in this
example), and that no other functions define such a parameter. Additionally, the aspect extractor analyses the call graph
of the functions in order to determine the best location for the
parameter checks. In this way, no redundant checks are inserted. The pointcuts also allow us to reuse the advice code,
since that code is the same for the same type of parameters.
For different types of parameters, however, the advice code
can still not be reused, since it differs slightly in the type
cast that is being used. Nonetheless, only 39 pointcuts are
generated by this approach.

5.1.

Concern Verification

The concern verifier consists of algorithms that verify the
error handling, parameter tracing and parameter checking
concerns. The algorithms were implemented according to
our interpretation of the requirements for the concerns, and
were gradually refined until they characterised the concerns
as good as possible. In order to achieve such refinements, the
results of the algorithms were presented to a domain expert,
who pointed out those results that could be improved.
For example, one of the earlier versions of the parameter
checking algorithm expected a check at every level in the call
chain, and reported 44 deviations from this rule for input parameters. After consultation of the expert, it was pointed out
that the checks are often only placed in functions which directly access the parameters, and not in functions that merely
pass the parameters on to other functions. In a refined version of the algorithm, which takes into account the call graph
of a function, only 25 deviations to the rules remain. These
deviations cannot be captured by refined concern rules, but
require local (semantic) information about the location of the
rules. Some of these deviations are incorrect implementations of the concern (unwanted deviations), but a large group
are explicitly created deviations due to the requirements of a
function. An example of such a deviation is when a function
explicitly allows a parameter to be null on entry and adapts

4.3.2. Advice Code Construction
In order to achieve its goals, the aspect extractor collaborates closely with the concern verifier. As explained previously, the concern verifier already checks the conformance
of the concern code with respect to some coding conventions,
and allows a developer to resolve these. Once this has been
dealt with, the idioms and conventions that are followed in
the source code are explicitly known. Consequently, this information can be hard-coded in the aspect extractor, as a set
of possible advice templates. The extractor then needs to
construct the pointcut definitions that match the uses of each
template in the code.

3 www.grammatech.com
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Concern
Error handling
Parameter tracing
Parameter checking

Reported
Deviations
18
64
75

Unwanted
Deviations
6
6
28

% of
total
3
1
7

Table 2. Results of the concern verification phase

Parameter

Now

Naive

Advanced

in k out
pointer
Total

1170
272
1441

2835
344

536
58
594

%
reduced
54
79
59

Table 3. Lines of Code for Parameter Checking concern

its behaviour accordingly. This is why we conclude that at
some point it is no longer sensible to refine the rules for a
concern.
Table 2 contains the results obtained from running the resulting refined algorithms on the source code of the CC component. The first column of this table represents the concern
that is checked, the second contains the number of deviations
that were reported, the third contains the number of these deviations that are considered as unwanted, and the last column
contains the percentage of the total source code that contains
unwanted deviations. This last column may need some clarification:

Moreover, from a developer’s point of view, it is important
to know these exceptions explicitly and document them appropriately, so it is worthwhile to study them. Such exceptions are typically not explicitly written down in the traditional documentation, as they are very specific to the implementation of a particular function.

5.2.

Aspect Construction

As explained in Section 4, aspect construction consists of
pointcut determination and advice code construction. Our aspect extractor currently only extracts aspects for the parameter checking and tracing concerns. These are non-tangled,
homogeneous concerns, and are therefore easier to extract
than tangled concerns, such as error handling. Extraction
of tangled and heterogeneous concerns should be considered
future work.
In order to evaluate the difference between a naive way
of extracting pointcuts and advice code and a more advanced
way, we have implemented two construction algorithms for
each concern, as explained in Section 4.3.1. The following
subsections provide a detailed description of the obtained results.

• for the error handling concern, it states that 3% of all
functions in the CC component contains one or more
unwanted deviations
• for the parameter tracing concern, it states that 1% of
all function parameters are not traced correctly.
• for the parameter checking concern, it states that as
much as 7% of all function parameters are not checked
correctly. If we consider the different kinds of function
parameters separately, we see that only 2% of the input
parameters are not checked, whereas 11% of the output
parameters and 16% of the output pointer parameters
are checked incorrectly.

5.2.1.

Parameter checking concern

The aspect extractor for the parameter checking concern will
define two different aspects, one that checks input and output
parameters, and one that checks output pointer parameters.
The resulting aspects were already discussed in Section 4.3.
Table 3 contains a comparison, in terms of lines of code,
between the source code as it is now, as it would be with the
naive aspects and as it would be with the advanced aspects.
As can be seen, an improvement of 59% in terms of lines
of concern code is achieved when implementing the concern
as an aspect instead of using a simplistic coding convention.
The specific reason is that, although there are a lot of different functions, there are only a few different parameter types
that need to be checked in each aspect. Because the aspect
specifically targets this property, a lot of the code that was
previously duplicated can now be factored cleanly. Moreover, the results also show that extracting the aspect in a
naive way results in much more lines of code than simply
using a coding convention.

The results in this table show the advantage of applying
AOSD techniques. Although the CC component is quite a
small component, it already contains some unwanted deviations. Moreover, we believe these deviations are only due
to developer mistakes, because the concerns themselves are
quite simple to implement. In turn, such mistakes are due to
the fact that, despite their simplicity, implementing the concerns requires effort, concentration and discipline.
Another observation is that a large number of the reported
deviations are intended deviations. Approximately 30% of
the reported error handling and parameter checking deviations are unwanted deviations, whereas for tracing this number even drops as low as 10%. Unfortunately, there is no way
our algorithms can be refined further in order to reduce these
false positives. They are simply ”exceptions to the rule” to
which the code should adhere. Luckily, the number of reported deviations is quite low, considering the size of the
CC component, and they can thus be consulted manually.
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Parameter

Now

Naive

Advanced

in
out
Total

1115
424
1539

1246
807

548
262
810

%
reduced
51
38
47

pointcut pc66(CC_queue * x1, void ** x0) :
args(x1,x0) &&
(execution(* CC_extract_front(..)) ||
execution(* CC_extract_back(..)) ||
execution(* CC_peek_front(..)) ||
execution(* CC_peek_back(..)));
pointcut pc15(complete_type_desc * x0) :
args(x0) &&
execution(* initialise_reply_id_desc(..));

Table 4. Lines of Code for Parameter Tracing concern

...
}

which picks out exactly the same join points as the pointcut
generated by the naive algorithm, but in a more concise way.
These four functions all define two output parameters, and
no other functions define exactly these two parameters.
Just like with the parameter checking concern, the difference between the naive and the advanced algorithm algorithm in terms of generated pointcuts is significant: 191 for
the naive version versus 61 for the advanced one.
The difference in terms of lines of code between the ordinary source code, the naive aspects and the advanced aspects are summarised in Table 4. The conclusions that can
be drawn from these results are similar to the ones drawn for
the parameter checking concern: an improvement in terms
of lines of code is seen when the concern is implemented in
a clever way using AOSD technology, and a naive way of
defining the aspects may lead to an even larger number of
lines of code then already present. In this particular case, the
improvement amounts to 47%, meaning that the amount of
lines of code in the CC component can again be reduced by
4%.

These results indicate that the total amount of lines of
code of the CC component can be reduced by 4%.
5.2.2. Parameter tracing concern
The parameter tracing concern does not differentiate between normal output parameters and output pointer parameters. Therefore, the extractor will generate two different
aspects: one responsible for generating the tracing code for
input parameters, and one for generating the tracing code for
output parameters. Furthermore, the parameter tracing concern differs from the parameter checking concern in that the
latter implements a check for each parameter, whereas the
former implements one single tracing call for all input parameters of a function and one call for all output parameters.
In order to take this into account, the naive pointcut determination algorithm will generate a pointcut for each function
that picks out all its input or output parameters. Such pointcuts look as follows:
aspect outputParameterTracingAspect {
...
pointcut pc178(CC_queue * x1, void ** x0) :
args(x1,x0) &&
execution(* CC_extract_front(..));
pointcut pc126(CC_queue * x1, void ** x0) :
args(x1,x0) &&
execution(* CC_extract_back(..));
pointcut pc123(CC_queue * x1, void ** x0) :
args(x1,x0) &&
execution(* CC_peek_front(..));
pointcut pc149(CC_queue * x1, void ** x0) :
args(x1,x0) &&
execution(* CC_peek_back(..));
pointcut pc67(complete_type_desc * x0) :
args(x0) &&
execution(* initialise_reply_id_desc(..));
...
}

6.

Discussion and Future Work

As the results in the previous section clearly show, the code
devoted to the crosscutting concerns can be reduced significantly by using AOSD technology. Moreover, by using aspects, the concerns become an explicit part of the source
code, and can be manipulated as such. As pointed out previously, this may improve important quality attributes such as
understandability. maintainability and evolvability.
Although our aspect extractor tries to optimise the reuse
of advice code, it can still be observed that a lot of the code
looks similar. Especially for parameter checking, only the
type cast in the condition of the if statement differs between
the different advices, but still many different advice code
fragments are generated. Unfortunately, AspectJ nor AspectC offers the required meta-programming capabilities to
remove such duplication. We plan to study other approaches
to aspect definition, such as domain-specific languages, in
order to evaluate whether these offer more flexibility and better suit our specific needs.
The lines of code metric we used in order to assess
the benefit of applying AOSD techniques may be relatively
weak. After all, different developers may have different

The pointcut pc178 for example, is generated for the
CC extract front function that has two output parameters of type CC queue * and void **, respectively.
The advanced algorithm will first reason about the different parameters, however. It realises that pointcuts can only
be shared by functions that contain exactly the same set of
input or output parameters. It thus generates pointcuts like
the following:
aspect outputParameterTracingAspect {
...
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coding styles and naming conventions, which influences the
number of lines of code. We do believe our results are valid,
however. In extracting the aspects, we made sure the advice
code was formatted exactly as it was in the original source
code. The gain in the amount of lines of source code is thus
only due to the fact that the advanced pointcuts allow us to
reuse advice code, whereas previously this was not possible.
We have applied the concern verifier and aspect extractor
on the CC component only, which is a small, but representative, component in the total ASML code base. In order to
confirm the obtained results, we should however apply these
tools to other components as well. Besides ensuring statistically more stable results, this may also lead to an even more
refined concern verifier. The current verification algorithms
are based on the implementation of the concerns by only one
developer. Other developers may have slightly different programming styles and may follow idioms in another way.
The results of the aspect extractor presented above are
only valid for non-tangled homogeneous concerns, and we
can thus say little about what they would look like for tangled concerns, such as error handling, or heterogeneous concerns. However, we have no reason to believe that the
amount of code duplication for tangled concerns would be
lower than for non-tangled concerns. Furthermore, because
tangled concerns interfere with the ”ordinary” source code
of the functions, separating them inside an aspect will certainly improve important quality attributes. Regarding the
extraction of heterogeneous concerns, more study is required
before we can draw any conclusions.
Our experiment is only a first, but important, step in a
larger effort dealing with the migration of legacy applications to aspect-oriented applications. As such, we have not
yet considered important issues such as testing whether the
resulting aspect-oriented application preserves the behaviour
of the original application, whether automatically transforming millions of lines of C code is feasible, whether adoption
of automatic code generators is accepted by developers, and
so on. Our long term goal is to investigate all of these issues.

7.

shown to be scattered across the layers that make up the architecture of FreeBSD. Furthermore, the prefetching code is
heterogeneous and tangled with other code, which makes it
both hard to identify and change. Coady et. al. describe how
they (manually) identified the prefetching code, and propose
a new (manually obtained) solution in terms of AspectC.
A number of other studies have investigated the applicability of aspect-oriented techniques to various (domain specific) crosscutting concerns. [14] shows the impact of refactoring several small crosscutting concerns on the code structure of two Java applications. [12] targets exception detection and handling code in a large Java framework, and shows
how AspectJ can be used to improve its implementation.
An approach to refactoring which specifically deals with
tangling is presented by Ettinger and Verbaere [6]. Their
work shows how slicing techniques can help automate refactorings of tangled (Java) code. [8] provides a more general
discussion of both refactoring in the presence of aspects,
and refactoring of object-oriented systems toward aspectoriented systems.

8.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for extracting
aspects from existing applications. This approach consists
of two phases: concern verification and aspect construction.
We have applied these two phases to an industrial case study,
implementing a number of both tangled and non-tangled, homogeneous concerns. Our results showed that automated
support for verifying and extracting such concerns is both
useful and feasible. Furthermore, the benefits from using
AOSD technology, compared to simplistic naming and coding conventions, can be high. We observed that the reduction in amount of lines of code was quite significant: 50%
of the parameter checking and tracing concern code can be
removed, which leads to an overall reduction of 8% of lines
of code in the considered component.
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